
3* Clause structure

Clauses in Sranan Tongo may express an action, a state, or a

process. These are discussed below. A clause may also modify a
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noun without the clause undergoing any significant structural
change. This is described in section 3.4,

3.1 Active clause

3.1.1 Indicative

The active clause in Sranan Tongo consists minimally of a
verb. The verb or verb phrase (V) is normally preceded or
followed by two or three arguments. It may be preceded by a
subject (S) consisting of a noun phrase (section 5.1). Following
the verb may be an indirect object (10), a direct object (0), a
location (Loc) , an adverbial (Adv), and a modifier (Mod). The two
objects consist of noun phrases. The location may be a locatlonal
(section 6.1.1), a place name or a noun phrase. Adverbials may
indicate the time of an action using a time word (section 6.1.1)
or a noun phrase whose head is a time word. An adverb (section
6.3.2) may also occur here to further specify the action. The
final modifier generally consists of a prepositional phrase
(section 5.2) indicating an instrument, beneficiary,
accompaniment, or specifying the content of the object. Any of
the arguments following the verb may conceivably be fronted
before the subject as a means of bringing that argument into
focus (ie. emphasizing it).' The verb itself may also be
emphasized in the same manner, using the so-called predicate
cleft construction (see below). This, along with the emphasizing
of the arguments, will be discussed below. The general formula
for an active clause can be written as follows:

S V 10 Loc Adv Mod

One can identify transitive, intransitive , and di transitive
verbs in Sranan Tongo (section 6.2.1). Other than determining the
presence or absence of an object, they do not affect the clause
structure as described above. Transitive and intransitive verbs
will not have an indirect object, and intransitive verbs will not
have a direct object either.

In illustrating the active clause, examples will be given
beginning with simpler (intransitive) ones and becoming
Increasingly more complex. Finally a few brief comments will be

made regarding the general structure of the clause and
permutations that occur in it. In the examples that follow, and
throughout the paper, the particular construction being
illustrated will be underlined.



Minimal clause:
2a • yere

'listen! 1

b« no Ion
'don't run I'

with a subject:

c. Anansi gwe
'Anansi left'

with an adverb:
d« a boi sribi langa

'the boy slept a long time'

e. a alen kon tranga
the rain come hard
'it rained hard'

with a location:
f a doro wan pikin kampu

he arrive a small hut
'he came to a small hut'

g. den ben sidon na ini den boto
they PAST sit down at in their boat
'they sat in their boat'

h. luku dya
' look here'

Clauses with objects:
3a. Anansi no ben abi notnoti

Anansi no PAST have nothing
'Anansi didn' t have anything'

b» mi e teki wan pan .

•

I CONT take a pan
f

I take a pan'

with an adverb:

c. mi e teki a patu wawan
1 CONT take the pot only
' I only take the po t

'



with a location:
d. mi e poti en ini a_ patu

I CONT put it in the pot
'I put it in the pot 1

with an instrument:
e. mi e marki a watra nanga mi finga

I CONT measure the water with my finger
'I measure the water with my finger 1

f

.

mi naki ete wan tiki
I hit again a stick
'I hit it again with the stick*

with an adverb and instrument:

g. a basya ben e wipi den sref sref i nanga langa wipi
the boss PAST CONT whip them INTENSE with long whip

'the boss would whip them mercilessly with a long

whip 1

Clauses with both an indirect object and object:

4a. yu kan leni nd wan moni ?

you can lend me a money
'can you lend me some money?'

b. ala den sma e taigi pikinnengre un no naki en

all thePL person CONT tell child youPL no hit it

'all the people tell the children, "don't hit it" '

with an adverb:

c. mi e go gi yu en baka
I CONT go give you it back
'I'll give it back to you'

with a beneficiary:

d. yu kan taigi en odi gi mi

you can tell him greeting for me

'tell him "hi" for me 1

As mentioned above Sranan Tongo allows for nominals or

adverbials to be fronted to bring that particular element into

focus. In the examples below location, time, and the object are

brought into focus respectively.

5a. na jfu mi e kon
to you I CONT come

I'm coming to you 1



b # iL del datl Tigri ben o kon tu

the day that Tiger PAST FUT come too
•that day Tiger would come too 1

c# J55.
mon i m * aD^ fanowdu

EMP money I have need
'I need money 1

The predicate cleft construction is used to focus on the

verb. In this construction the verb occurs twice, in its normal
position and also before the subject. The verb occurring before
the subject is preceded by the emphasis marker jia (see section
6.4.I.). 8

*>• _25. k°n yu e k°n na mi
EMP come you CONT come to mi
'you're coming to me'

Any element of the clause which is realized as a

prepositional phrase is moved to the periphery of the clause.

This in effect keeps the nucleus of the clause, or those elements

closest to the verb, simple. Locations are most often expressed

with a prepositional phrase, eg. ondro a kran 'under the faucet',

or ini a patu 'in the pot'. When an adverb occurs with a location

expressed by a prepositional phrase then the adverb is fronted

before the location. Compare the following two examples:

7a. Anansi no kan go moro na Kakalaka
Anansi no can go anymore to Cockraoch
'Anansi can't go to Cockroach anymore'

Anansi no kan go drape moro
'Anansi can't go there anymore'

Other prepositional phrases will follow the location phrase in

the normal order.

8. yu kan go na wowoyo £i_ mi

you can go to market for me

'can you go to the market for me?'

It should be noted that clauses with one or two arguments

are most frequent, either a simple SVO for transitive verbs, or

SV or SVLoc for intransitive verbs. Clauses with three arguments

are also common, but a clause with four arguments is rare. y The

only one I have encountered so far is 4d.



3*1*2 Interrogative

Questions in Sranan Tongo may either ask for information or
simply a yes or no response. Information questions are formed by
placing a question word (section 6.4.4) such as £e 'where' or san
'what' at the beginning of the clause. The word order is the same
as in an active indicative clause (section 3.1.1) except that the
information being asked for does not occur (ie. its place is

being taken by the question word which in turn is brought to the
front of the clause).

9a. San yu tyari kon gi mi?
what? you carry come for me
'What did you bring for me?'

b. Sanede yu du dati?
why? you do that
'Why did you do that? 1

c. Oten yu o gi mi moni baka?
when? you FUT give me money back
'When will you give me the money back?'

Yes-no questions may or may not append the tag jao. The
intonation generally rises on the final syllable, though this is

not always the case. Compare 10c and d below.

— J
10a. Tek' no?

take no
1 Would you like some?

'

b. I wan 1 dringi pikin biri?

you want drink little beer
'Would you like to drink some beer?'

Y'e kon tamara?
youCONT come tomorrow
'Are you coming tomorrow?'

d. Y'e kon tamara?



3 • 1 • 3 Imperative

In commands the subject is almost always deleted unless it
is plural. Otherwise the structure is the same as in active
indicative clauses (section 3.1*1).

11a. Gwe!
f Go away I

'

b. Bai tu paki brede gi mil

'Buy two packs of bread for me!'

c. Un no naki en I

youPL no hit it

'Don't you hit it! 1

3.2 Statlve clause

There are three types of stative clauses: descriptive,
existential, and equative. These are distinguished by the verbs
used and the type of constituents that may follow the verb.

3.2.1 Descriptive clause

The descriptive clause consists of a subject noun phrase, an
adjectival complement, and an optional modifier.

S (V) Complement (Mod)

The adjectival complement ascribes some quality to the subject
noun. There is no overt verb in the present tense, though the

continuative aspect marker e^ may occur.

12a. a dot! 'it's dirty 1

b. a no dot! 'it's not dirty'

c. mi frow e siki 'my wife is sick'

my wife CONT sick

In the past or future tense the particle de^ is used by

some speakers. When it occurs, it appears to function as the

copula, as it does in the existential clause and the non-present

tenses of the equative clause (see below).



13a. a ben pi kin
it PAST small
1 it was small 1

b. Anansi no ben de tefreide
Anansi no PAST be satisfied
'Anansi was not satisfied'

c. wan sma o de swanger
a person FUT be pregnant
'someone will be pregnant 1

d. a kamra pe den ben e tan ben dungru
the room where they PAST CONT stay PAST dark
'the room where they stayed was dark'

A descriptive clause may be modified by an adverb or a

prepositional phrase expressing comparison. Below are two

examples with adverbial modifiers:

14a* a faya turns

i

it hot very
'it's awfully hot'

b. a e dungru kba
it CONT dark already
'it's getting dark already'

Comparison is expressed with a descriptive clause using moro

'more*, though psa 'pass* is heard occasionally. Moro may precede

the adjective complement, in which case the second item of

comparison is introduced by leki 'like', or else it may follow

the adjective and introduce the second item of comparison
directly. -^ Psa when used in a comparison follows the adjective.
In example 15c below, the measure phrase twee meter is an

unassimilated Dutch loan and so is written as it is in Dutch.

15a . mi oso moro bigi leki dati

my house more big like that
'my house is bigger than that*

b. den prakseri taki den bun moro Gado
they think that they good more God

'they think that they are better than God'



c. Kenneth bigi psa tvee meter
Kenneth big pass two meter
'Kenneth is taller than two meters*

3.2.2 Existential clause

This construction is used to state that something either now
exists or did at one time. The verb in all cases is de . The
existential clause is primarily distinguished from the
descriptive (section 3.2.1) and equative (section 3.2.3) clauses
by the fact that it cannot have either an adjectival or nominal
complement respectively. The optional complements which may occur
indicate either the time (Mod) of existence, or the location
(Loc) , or may modify the clause in some other way (Adv). The
existential clause takes the following form:

S V (Adv) (Mod) (Loc)

16a. dotdoti no de inisei
dirty^things no be inside
'there isn't any dirt inside'

b. nownow wroko no de
now work no be

'there isn't any work now'

c. merki no de srefsref

i

a_ foto
milk no be at=all at city
'there isn't any milk at all in town 1

3.2.3 Equative clause

The equative clause consists of a subject noun phrase, a

verb phrase, and a nominal complement.

S V Complement (Mod)

In the present tense, jna occurs most often as the verb, though d£

occasionally is heard. In the past tense the verb is always de .

Thus in all stative clauses the past tense is expressed by ben

de.

17a. en fesnen na Christoforus
his first=name be Christopher

'his first name is Christopher'



b. dati na a triki fu en
that be the trick of his
'that is his trick'

c. a ben de wan bun datra
he PAST be a good doctor
'he was a good doctor'

d. a basi fu a basya dati ben de wan bakra ofisiri
the boss of the overseer that PAST be a Dutch officer
'the boss of that overseer was a Dutch officer'

The following examples illustrate both a positive and a

negative equative clause: those marked a are positive and those
marked b are negative. In the equative clause, en replaces ji as
the third person singular subject pronoun. See examples 18a and b
below.

'he is my friend'

'he is not my friend 1

19a. den tu sma disi na Sranansma
'these two people are Surinamers'

b. den tu sma disi _a _no Sranansma
'these two people are not Surinamers 1

The analysis of a no in 18b and 19b is problematic. In other

clause structures the negative no precedes the verb phrase. Here

the negative directly precedes the nominal complement. It is

possible that _a is a reduced form of the copular verb _na. This

raises the additional question as to why the n is then dropped.

Another possibility is that s^ is not the verb but is a restating

of the subject in a topic-comment construction, as in 20 below.

In that example the underlined den is the restatement of the

subject between the "topic" and the "comment"

.

20. Ma den srafu di ben e kon den no ben abi

a srefi leti

but thePL slave that PAST CONT come no PAST have

the same right

'But the slaves who came didn't have the same rights'

This, however, requires that the singular pronoun _a be a

restatement of a plural subject, as in 19b. The following



sentences illustrate a similar use of the "singular" pronoun a_ to

indicate a plural subject.

21. I mama nanga i papa e go na kerki

*

Dan a^ e tyari yu go.

you mother and you father CONT go to church
then they CONT carry you go

'Your mother and father take you to church. 1

Possession and content may be expressed using the equative

clause. The complement in both cases is a prepositional phrase,

JEu + NP.

22a. a buku disi na f\i mi^

the book this be of me
'this book is mine'

b. a konkoni no ben de fu Qntiman
the rabbit no PAST be of Hunter
'the rabbit was not Hunter's'

c. a tori disi na _fu srafuten na ini Sranan

the story this be about slave^time at in Suriname

'this story is about the time of slavery in Suriname 1

3*3 Process clause

Processes, or the concept of "becoming", are expressed in

Sranan Tongo using the verbs kon and tron . Kon is used with

adjectives and is the process equivalent of the descriptive

clause (section 3.2.1).

23a. a kon mangri
he become skinny
'he's gotten skinny 1

b. ef a ben e nyan furu dan a ben sa kon moro bigi

if he PAST CONT eat much then he PAST INT become more

big
'if he had eaten a lot then he would have become

bigger'

The descriptive clause using the continuative aspect marker _e may

also indicate a process, as in:

24a. a e fatu
'he's getting fat 1



This same concept can be expressed using kon , but the e^ must be
present. Compare 24b and c below:

b. a e kon fatu
'he's getting fat'

c. a kon fatu
'he's gotten fat'

The verb tron is used in the process equivalent of the

equative clause (section 3. 2,3). The complement following the

verb is invariably a noun or noun phrase.

25a. a strati tron wan liba
the street become a river
'the street became a river'

b. wan ben tron datra srefi
one PAST become doctor even
'one person even became a doctor*

c. san yu wani tron te yu kon bigi?

what? you want become when you become big

'what do you want to be when you grow up?'

3*4 Relative clause

A relative clause is used to further specify a noun (section

5.1). The relative pronoun both introduces the relative clause

and indicates the role the noun being specified plays in the

relative clause. Relative clauses may be used to specify a human

character (using dl or dati ) , a non-human character (using 6A or

san ) , a location (using pe) , or a manner (using fa). Some

examples are given below:

26a. a ben o tyari en gi wan sma di_ ben bestel en

he PAST FUT carry it for a person who PAST order it

'he would take it to someone who ordered it 1

b. a tori disi san mi e_ _go taki tide na fu srafuten

the story this that I CONT go talk today be about

slave«time
'this story that I'm going to tell today is about

slavery'



c* a fasi _fa den ben e^ lib! nanga den no ben de bun
sref srefi

the manner how they PAST CONT live with them no PAST
be good INTENSE

'the manner in which they lived with them was not
good at all! 1

d. a kamra jse den ben e^ tan ben dungru
the room where they PAST CONT stay PAST dark
'the room where they stayed was dark'

4* Sentence structure

Only one clause is necessary for a well formed sentence.

Other clauses may be included in either coordinate or subordinate

relationships. In coordinate sentences all clauses are equally

independent. In subordinate sentences , one clause stands

independently and the others are in some logical relationship to

it. Clauses may be combined without using a conjunction.

Sentences are often introduced by a coordinating conjunction

indicating their place in the discourse, wel or we 'well* or ^o
'so' may be used to open a discourse. Progression in the

narrative is indicated by dan 'then'. To sum up an argument or

express implication the conjunctions dus 'thus' or _na ^o 'so' are

used. Ma 'but' or ma dan 'but then' are used to indicate that

what follows is not expected from the preceding sentences.

4.1 Coordinate sentences

Coordinate sentences contain two or more clauses joined by a

coordinating conjunction, such as j|n 'and', ma 'but', c>f 'or', or

noso 'or 1

.

27a. a pikin en a grun

'it's small and it's green'

b. mi e poti en ini a patu noso mi e poti en ini a pan

'I put it in the pot or I put it in the pan'

c. want son leisi a aleisi e krin ma son leisi a e doti

because some time the rice CONT clean but some time

it CONT dirty
'because sometimes the rice is clean but sometimes

it's dirty'



d. te mi e luku efu a gari ol mi e smeri en son leisi
when I CONT look if it done or I COM smell it some

time
f when 1 look to see if it's done or 1 smell it

sometimes 1

because a sentence may begin with a coordinating

conjunction, intonation plays an important role in determining
whether two sentences are being related in the discourse or

whether two clauses are being joined to form a single sentence.

The semantic content of the clauses themselves is also a factor

to consider as well as the structure of the clauses conjoined.

Notice in the first three examples above that the clauses
parallel each other in structure. In the last two examples the

two clauses are conjoined to form a sentence which itself is

subordinate in the larger discourse as indicated by the initial
subordinating conjunctions.

4.2 Subordinate sentences

In a subordinate sentence two or more clauses are brought

together in a relation where one is independent and the other(s)

subordinate to it. The nature of the relationship is indicated by

the subordinating conjunction used. Subordinate clauses may

indicate the purpose, condition, time, or reason for the action

in the independent clause. Suoordinating conjunctions may also

introduce the action caused { result), a speech act or something

known, or a comparison.

4.2.1 Purpose

The purpose clause is introduced by the conjunction tu_ ana

the subject is normally elided, it invariably follows the

independent clause

.

2ba. a e bukun ini a peti fu teki a watra

he CONT stoop in the well to take the water

'he stooped in the well to draw the water'

b. wan dei Anansi no ben abi notnoti fu ^ sisa Akuba

one day Anansi no PAST have nothing to give sister

Akuba
'one day Anansi did not have anything to give sister

Akuba

'

Bu is weakly articulated in normal speech and sometimes Deleted.

The context, however, gives clear indication that purpose is

intended

.



29. mi kan klsi wan pisi fu a konkoni bori pikln supu
I can get a piece of the rabbit (to) cook amlittle

soup
'can I get a piece of the rabbit to cook a little

soup? 1

4*2.2 Reason

Clauses denoting reason are introduced by the subordinating
conjunctions want , bikasi or bika , or fii dl 'because 1

. Unlike
the purpose clause, these clauses do not elide the subject. They
normally follow the independent clause.

30a. someni ben dede _fu di^ den no ben kisi wan bun yepi

so=many PAST die because they no PAST get a good help
'so many people died because they didn't receive good

b. ingrisman nanga spanyoroman ben e feti fu teki

Sranan bika Sranan ben abi furu gowtu
Englishman and Spaniard PAST CONT fight to take

Suriname because Suriname PAST have much gold
'England and Spain fought to take Suriname because

Suriname had a lot of &old'

c. mi e spuru a patu pikinso want kande kakalaka noso
wan sani go ini a^ patu

I CONT rinse the pot a= little because perhaps
cockroach or a thing go in the pot

'I rinse the pot a little because maybe a cockroach
or something went in it'

4.2.3 Condition

These sentences encode the "if-then" relations. The

conditional or "if" part is introduced by efu * The result or

"then" part may or may not be introduced by dan . The following

example illustrates both the inclusion and the omission of dan by

the same speaker

.

31. Efu a no doti mi no e wasi en furu. Ma efu a

doti dan mi e wasi en wasi en moi

if it no dirty (then) I no CONT wash it much but if

it dirty then I CONT wash it wash it pretty

'if it isn't dirty I don't wash it much, but if it's

dirty then I wash it well'



A construction parallel to the condition sentence is that
expressing contra-expectation. Here too the condition is stated,
this time introduced by aladi or nanga aladi 'although 1

. The
result is introduced by toku 'yet'.

^2* nanga aladi den ben e wroko so tranga toku den ben
kisi fonfon

although they PAST CONT work so hard yet they PAST
get thrashing

'even though they worked so hard, nevertheless they
got thrashings 1

4.2.4 Tise

Temporal clauses may precede or follow the main clause. They
indicate the time of an event by specifying the circumstances
surrounding it. The temporal clause is introduced by J^e 'when or

whenever', dd 'when' (past time), bifosi (or bifo or f osi )

'before', or sodrai 'as soon as'. The main clause may be

introduced by dan 'then' but is usually not.

33a. _t£ nri firi lesi dan mi no e teki wan pan

when I feel lazy then I no CONT take a pan
'when I feel lazy then I don't take a pan'

b* ill a. waka na ini ji busi a doro wan pikin kampu
when he walk at in the forest he arrive a small hut

'when he walked in the forest he came to a small hut'

c« a e prakseri wan sani fosi a^ jdu en

he CONT think a thing before he do it

'he thinks about something before he does it'

<*• sodrai yu si en ala den sma e taigi pikinnengre:
MUn no naki en" •

as soon as you see it all thePL person CONT tell

child youPL no hit it

'as soon as you see it all the people tell the

children,
HDon't hit it" '

4*2.5 Cause

Sranan Tongo uses the word meki 'make' or 'allow' to express

cause. It may be used as a verb or as a complementizer

introducing the results of the previous action. In the first

example below meki is definitely a complementizer as indicated by

the use of the third person subject pronoun following it. In the



second example meki occurs twice: the first time as a verb and
the second time as a complementizer.

34a. un libi en meki a waka
youPL leave it allow it walk
'leave it alone, let it walk about'

b. a man dati ben e meki muiti meki furu srafu kon
fri

the man that PAST CONT make effort cause many slave
come free

'that man tried hard to set many slaves free'

A third use of meki more properly fits under clause chains
(section 4.3) but is mentioned here for the sake of continuity.
In this usage meki seems to combine the funtions of verb and
complementizer (or subordinating conjunction) . This structure is
common in commands.

35a. mi meki a wasi
'I made him wash'

b. meki a luku
'Let him seel

'

4*2*6 Comparison

Comparisons may occur on the clause level (section 3.2.1) or

the sentence level. The latter uses the conjunction leki fa

'like' to introduce the comparison.

36. den srafumasra ben e si den leki fa yu e si wan
meti

thePL slave=master PAST CONT see them like you CONT
see an animal

'the slave masters saw them as animals'

4*2*7 Speech attribution

Sentences indicating something said ,
perceived , or known

usually employ taki . Taki 'talk 1 may occur as the main verb, in

which case the words said may be analyzed as the direct object of

an active verb. For example:

37. Anansi taki : "hi abi wan sani dya..."
Anansi talk 1 have a thing here
'Anansi said, "I've got something here..." '



When a verb other than taki is used, then taki becomes a

conjunction or complementizer joining that which is said,
perceived, or known to the main clause.

38a. Anansi prakseri taki : Man, na moni mi abi fanowdu.
Anansi think that man EMP money I have need
'Anansi thought, "Man, I need money." '

b. mi wani ferteri unu taki someni fri srafu kisi
leri

I want tell youPL that so*many free slave get
education

f
l want to tell you that many free slaves got an

education 1

c. ala sma sabi taki Anansi abi tumsi furu triki
all person know that Anansi have very many trick
'everyone knows that Anansi has very many tricks 1

d. a si taki na Anansi
he see that EMP Anansi
'he saw that it was Anansi 1

Other conjunctions may be used instead of taki , including
efu 'if and dati 'that 1

. The combination of taki as a verb plus

taki as complementizer seldom occurs. When a complementizer is

used with the verb taki , it is usually dat which is borrowed from

Dutch.

39a. mi e aksi efu mi kan kisi wan pi si fu a konkoni
I CONT ask if I can get a piece of the rabbit
'I'm asking if I can get a piece of the rabbit' '

b. a aleisi e sori dati a kba bori
the rice CONT show that it finish cook
'the rice shows that it's done cooking'

c. a taki dat mi no man go
he talk that I no can go
'he said that I couldn't go'

A relative pronoun may also serve as a complementizer along

with a verb indicating cognition or perception.

40a. yu no e si suma e koiri?

you no CONT see who CONT walk=around
'Don't you see who is wandering about?'



b. a no sabi _ge den boi kibri
he no know where thePL boy hide
'he didn't know where the boys were hiding 1

4*3 Clause chains

It appears that two or more closely related actions in a

narrative may be conjoined by deleting the second and subsequent
subjects, if the subject of each action is the same* Generally
only the direct object (if the first verb is transitive) or an
adverb may come between the verbs in the resultant sentence.
Objects of two transitive verbs which are co-referential may or

may not be deleted (see examples 39c & d below). For a more
complete discussion of this phenomenon see Jansen, Koopman, and
Muysken (1978).

41a. Ontiman drai luku
Hunter turn look
'Hunter turned and looked 1

b. kon nyan nanga mi

come eat with me
'come and eat with me'

c. mi e teki en poti ini a pan
I CONT take it put in the pan
'I take it and put it in the pan

d. mi e go teki a pikin boi tyari en kon dya
I CONT go take the small boy carry him come here
'I'm going to get that little boy and bring him here'

e. a fel a tigri drei a buba fu a tigri
he skin the tiger dry the pelt of the tiger
'he skinned the tiger and dried its pelt'

f

.

a sidon kibri mindri den kronto wiwiri
he sit*down hide between the coconut fronds'

'he sat down and hid among the coconut fronds'

When one wishes to indicate the beginning point (source) or

the ending point (goal) of a motion, the structure described
above is used. The first verb used is a motion verb (section
6.2.1.4). This verb indicates the type of motion but not the

direction. The motion verb is then followed by a direction verb

(section 6.2.1.5) indicating either the source or goal of the

movement. This is illustrated below.



42a. Ontiraan Ion gwe
Hunter run go«away
'Hunter ran away'

b* m * e puru en kon na dorosei
I CONT pull it come to outside
'1 take It out'

c. mi e kanti a aleisi ££ ini na patu
I CONT pour the rice go in the pot
'I pour the rice into the pot 1

d. den man seni teki srafu kmopo na Afrika kondre
thePL man send take slave come»from at Africa country
'the men sent for slaves from Africa'

e. Ba Tigri now kren esesi j>o na tapu a kronto bon

brother tiger now climb quickly &o to top the coconut

tree
'Brother Tiger now climbed quickly to the top of the

coconut tree'

5. Phrase structure

5.1 Noun Phrase

5.1.1 General Structure

The noun phrase in Sranan Tongo consists of a determiner, a

quantifier, an attribute, and a head, followed by one or more

specifiers. All but the head is optional.

Det Quan Attr Head Spec

In the active clause (section 3.1) a noun phrase may serve as the

subject, object, indirect object, or as a time adverb. Noun

phrases also serve as the complement in equative clauses (section

3.2.3).

The determiner may be either an article (section 6.4.1), a

possessive noun phrase, or a pronoun (section 6.1.3). A pronoun

in this position indicates that the head noun is possessed

(section 5.1.5).



43a. a_ kamra 'the room 1

b. wan oso 'a house 1

c. ml mat! 'my friend'
d * m* famiri oso 'my family's house'

The quantifier may be a numeral or a quantifier such as furu
'many' or ala 'all' (section 6.3.1.1). Ala may co-occur with a
cardinal number in which case ala precedes the other word (see
42c).

44a. den seibi lowe srafu
'the seven runaway slaves'

b. furu gowtu ben de drape
'much gold was there*

c * ala tu go na skoro
'both went to school'

Ala may also co-occur with a determiner. When it does ala comes
first, as it does with cardinal numbers. This, however, breaks
with the general pattern as described above.

45. ala den boi doti
'all the boys are dirty 1

The quantifier may also consist of an ordinal phrase (section
5.1.2), or a measure phrase (section 5.1.3). A quantifier may be
modified by an adverb as well, as in c below.

46a. a dLi j[u _fo boi nen Robin
'the fourth boy is named Robin'

b. mi e teki dri kan aleisi
'I take three cups of rice'

c. Anansi abi tumsi furu triki
'Anansi has very many tricks'

Attributives directly precede the head noun. One or more
adjectives may occur here, or a noun phrase. In a noun phrase
with more than one adjective the organizing principle is first a

general adjective, then size, then color, and finally class or

group-*- (section 6.3.1.2). As with quantifiers above, an
adjective or adjectives may be modified by an adverb, as in 44b.



47a. wan moi pikin grun wan
'a pretty little green one f

b* s°so dungru katun krosi
'only dark cotton clothes 1

When a noun phrase is used as an attributive, the phrase as a

whole serves to modify the head noun.

48a. tra kondre sma
other country people
'people from other countries'

b. nai masra famirl oso
'my husband's family's house'

The head of a noun phrase may be a noun, a personal pronoun,

a demonstrative pronoun
9 a name, or a noun phrase. Personal

pronouns and names are not pre-modified by attributives,
quantifiers or determiners.

49a. den si den ingi

'they saw the Indians'

b. Ontiman Ion gwe
'Hunter ran away'

c. a doro wan pikin kampu
'he came to a small hut'

d. somen! sortu tra wroko
so^many kind other work
'so many other kinds of work'

e. dati na a triki fu en

that be the trick of his

'that is his trick'

f

.

ma furu fu den dati no ben de

but many of thePL that no PAST be

'but there weren't many of those 1

Quantifiers may also serve as the head of a noun phrase. In this

case a nominal is understood but not stated.



50a. somen! ben dede
so»many PAST die
'so many (people) died*

b. ala tu go na skoro
all two go to school
•both (of them) went to school 1

Specifiers may follow the head of a noun phrase. These take
several forms. Demonstrative pronouns (section 6.1.3) are
included here.

51a. a sani dati
b. den sani disi

'that thing'
1 these things'

A name may occur in the same position introducing or specifying a
character.

52. a man Pengel 'the man Pengel'

Other specifiers include relative clauses (section 3.4),
possession phrases (section 5.1.5) or descriptive phrases
introduced by fu, comparisons introduced by leki , or a location
phrase (section 5.2).

53a . a kamra ^e den ben e_ tan
the room where they PAST CONT stay
'the room where they stayed'

b. a pikin boi _fu mi
the small boy of mine
'my little boy'

c. wan tori _fu Anansi
'a story about Anansi'

d. dati a wan nengre leki den sref

i

that be a negro like them self
'that was a negro like themselves 1

e. srafuten _na ini Sranan
slave»time at in Suriname
'the time of slavery in Suriname'

When a demonstrative pronoun co-occurs with another
specifier following the head noun, the demonstrative pronoun
comes first.



54« a tori disi san mi je jgo taki tide
the story this that I CONT go talk today
'this story that I'm going to tell today 1

5.1*2 Ordinal phrase

Ordinal numbers are expressed using j^i ^u plus a cardinal
number beginning with J^u 'two' ('first' is expressed by f osi )

.

This construction is being supplanted by the Dutch ordinal
numbers , especially among people under twenty-five who have been
raised in Paramaribo.

55a. a fosi wan a ben leisi kba

the first one he PAST read already
'the first one he's read already

k* a At ^H 1}L net l dati
the ORDINAL two night that
' that second night'

c. a nen fu a _di_ _fu dri mi e fergiti
the name of the ORDINAL three I CONT forget
'the name of the third one I forget'

5.1.3 Measure phrase

A noun may be quantified by a noun phrase whose head is a

unit of measure (section 6.1. 1).

5ba. gi mi wan dala botrofisi
give me one Sf2,50 butter*fish
'give me Sf2,50 ,

s worth of butter fish'

b. mi ben bai wan anu lepi bakba
I PAST buy one hand ripe banana
'I bought one bunch of ripe bananas'

c. gi mi _tiu igi tomati
give me two stack tomato
'give me two stacks of tomatoes*

5.1.4 Superlatives

Superlatives are formed using the phrase _a moro before an

adjective, which is then followed by a noun.



57a. a moro bigi wan
'the biggest one 1

b. a moro bunkopu oto

'the cheapest car 1

5. 1.5 Possession

Possession may be indicated in the noun phrase in two ways*

It may be denoted by a phrase introduced by J^u after the head

noun •

58a. a pikin boi Jji mi

the little boy of me
'my little boy'

b. a buba _fu _a tigri

the skin of the tiger

'the tiger's pelt'

Possession may also be indicated by the use of a pronoun, a name,

or a noun phrase as the determiner of the noun phrase.

59a. %u umapikin 'your daughter'

b. Charles oto 'Charles' car'

c. mi ma prasoro 'my mother's umbrella'

The third person singular pronoun en is used to indicate

possession. Compare the examples below:

60a. a triki 'the trick'

b. en triki 'his trick'

c. a triki fu en 'his trick'

61. Anansi sabi fa a e psa en del

Anansi know how he CONT pass his day

'Anansi knows how to spend his day'

With the third person plural pronoun, the longer form of the

possessive phrase is used to avoid ambiguity, as in 62a. The

shorter form is also used when there is no problem with

ambiguity .

62a. den srafu fu den

thePL slave of them

' their slaves'



b. den ben mus tyari dati gi den misi nanga den masra
they PAST must carry that to their mistress and their

master
1 they had to take that to their mistress and master 1

5. 1.6 Coordinate noun phrases

Two or more noun phrases may be conjoined with either nanga
'and' or noso 'or 1

. 13 q^e resultant coordinated structure
functions in the same manner as a single noun phrase in clauses,
relative clauses, and prepositional phrases.

63a. mi e teki a_ pan noso a_ patu
I CONT take the pan or the pot
f
I take the pan or the pot 1

b. en nanga trawan kon dya nanga wan bigi sipi

he and other=one come here with a big ship

'he and others came here on a big ship'

c. Anansi ben prei wan triki nanga Kakalaka nanga
Kaf owru

Anansi PAST play a trick with Cockroach and Chicken
'Anansi played a trick on Cockroach and Chicken'

Adjectives within a noun phrase may also be conjoined, as well as

the head nouns.

64a. mi abi wan broin nanga blaka dagu
'I have a brown and black dog'

b. yu no ben abi soso takru srafumasra nanga
srafumisi

you no PAST have only ugly slave=master and

slave^mi stress

'you didn't have only mean slave masters and
mistresses'

5.2 Prepositional phrases

The prepositional phrase consists of a preposition (section

6.4.2) plus a noun phrase (section 5.1). It may serve as a

location or modifier in a clause, or express time. It may also

specify the head noun in a noun phrase. The uses of prepositional

phrases are illustrated below.



Instrument:

The instrument is normally indicated by a prepositional
phrase using the preposition nanga 'with 1

. I have found two

examples where the instrument accompanying the verb naki 'hit 1 is

expressed without a preposition, as in 65b below and also 3f.

65a. en nanga trawan kon dya nanga wan bigi sipi

he and other^one come here with a big ship
'he and others came here on a big ship'

b. trawan kan naki yu wan ston broko yu ede

other=one can hit you a stone break you head

'the other person can crack your skull with a rock 1

Beneficiary:^

66. bori pikin supu £i ma Akuba nanga pikin anansi
cook little soup for mother Akuba and little spider
'cook a little soup for Akuba and the child'

Specify content:

67. a ferteri wan tori _fu Anansi nanga Tigri

he tell a story about Anansi and Tiger
'he told a story about Anansi and Tiger'

Accompaniment

:

68. mi ben go nanga wantu mati fu mi

1 PAST go with some friend of mine
'1 went with some friends of mine'

Comparison:

Time:

69. agama na wan pikin sani leki wan pikin legwana

agama be a little thing like a little iquana

'an agama is a little thing like a small iguana'

70. na en ben feni Sranan ini a yari fu 1492

EMP he PAST find Suriname in the year of 1492

'he found Suriname in the year 1492'



Location:

Location phrases are characterized by the preposing of the
locative particle na. 15 This particle may then be followed by
another preposition, such as ondro 'under 1

, tapu 'on top of 1
, ini

• in' , and so forth. Voorhoeve ( 1962 : 50) describes the second
preposition as a specifier of the first. These second or
specifying prepositions may occur independently of na .

7 la. mi e go jria a_ aleisisaka
I CONT go to the rice^sack
'1 go to the rice sack'

b. kren go na tapu _a kronto bon
climb go to top the coconut tree
1 climb to the top of the coconut tree

'

c. dan yu e tan tapu a^ kronto bon

then you CONT stay top the coconut tree

'then stay at the top of the coconut tree'

d. _na £u mi e kon
'I've come to you'

e. a tori disi na fu srafuten na ini Sranan
'this story is about the time of slavery in Suriname'

The "specifying" prepositions may also be postposed at times

in phrases introduced by na. This postposing of the specifier is

often seen in religious texts and is associated by some with the

way old people talk. I have not observed other conditioning
factors. "

72a. yu mus bribi na Gado tapu

b. yu mus bribi na tapu Gado
'you must believe in God'

5.3 Verb phrases

5.3.1 General structure

The verb phrase in Sranan Tongo consists of an optional
negative,*' an auxiliary and a head verb.

(Neg) Aux Head

The negative in Sranan Tongo is nx> 'no*. The auxiliary indicates

tense, mode, and aspect. The head of the verb phrase is a verb.



5*3*2 Auxiliary*

The auxiliary indicates the tense, mode, and aspect in a

verb phrase. It's structure may generally be diagrammed as
follows

:

Past Aspect/ Future Modals Immediacy

The elements which comprise the auxiliary^ include:

ben - past time; also used in giving background information
in a narrative or referring to events off the time
line 19

- (nothing) simple past, or events on the time line

e - progressive action; 20 glossed as CONT in the
examples and texts for 'continuative'

sa - intention, possibility, or future tense

o - future tense (said to be a contraction of e go)

The particle ben may be combined with the last three giving a

composite meaning equal to the two parts.

ben e - past progressive

ben sa - non-realis ('would have')

ben o - future in a past tense narrative

The use of the auxiliary is illustrated in the examples below:

73a. Anansi ben prei wan triki nanga Kakalaka nanga
Kafowru

Anansi PAST play a trick with Cockraoch and Chicken
'Anansi played a trick on Cockroach and Chicken'

b. dan a Ion a teki en gon (no auxiliary)
then he run he take his gun
'then he ran and took his gun'

c. mi e^ £0 na wowoyo
I CONT go to market
'I'm going to the market'



d. ma mi _sa luku ini a oso
but I INTENTION look in the house
'but I'll look in the house'

e. mi oi ferteri wan pikin tori

I FUT tell a short story
'I'm going to tell a short story'

f

.

a ben e krin wan konkoni
he PAST CONT clean a rabbit
'he was cleaning a rabbit'

g. Anansi sabi taki a dei dati Tigri ben o kon tu

Anansi know that the day that Tiger PAST FUT come too

'Anansi knew that that day Tiger would come too'

An example illustrating the difference between e^, sa, and _o

is found in the three expressions below:

74a. mi e gwe (right away)

'I'm leaving now'

b. mi o gwe (soon)
'I'm going to leave'

c. mi sa gwe (no desire to stay)

'I'll leave 1

See Voorhoeve and Kratup (1982:8-9) for other examples of this

contrast.

The auxiliary may also include modal verbs such as wani

'want', man or kan 'can', mus 'must', mag 'may' and abi fu 'have

to' (usually pronounced [af]). * These modal verbs may be

preceded by ben , but never by e^ or £. Speakers of Sranan Tongo

can construct phrases where sa^ precedes the modal verb, but I

have never heard this in normal discourse. For example, mi sa mus

go na skoro 'I shall have to go to school' is acceptable but is

usually expressed: mi mus go na skoro . Below are a few examples

illustrating the modal verbs.

75a. mi no kan gi yu a konkoni

I no can give you the rabbit
'I can't give you the rabbit'



b. Anansi ben mus pai mi

Anansi PAST must pay me

'Anansi should have paid me'

c. den ben mag go na skoro
they PAST may go to school
'they were able to go to school 1

d. dan a ju> abi fu pai Tigri moro
then he no have to pay Tiger anymore
'then he won't have to pay Tiger anymore'

A final element in the auxiliary is _go 'go', which carries
with it a sense of immediacy or "right away". When used in this

sense it follows an auxiliary verb and should not be confused
with the main verb. Compare the following two examples:

76a. mi wani go bori aleisi '1 want to cook rice now 1

b. mi wani bori aleisi 'I want to cook rice*

The auxiliary seems to normally consist of no more than two

elements. That may be ben plus either an aspect marker or a

modal verb, or perhaps a modal verb followed by £o. The inclusion

of £o in the auxiliary is tenuous but is added at this time

because it seems to display more of an aspectual quality than a

verbal quality.

As a final note, the adverbial kba 'already' or 'finished'

which normally appears clause finally may be fronted to the

auxiliary position. This is more commonly heard with the verbs

bori 'cook', nyan 'eat', and wasi (krosi) 'wash (clothes)',

though it occurs with other verbs as well.

77a. a kba bori
'it's finished cooking'

b. di den kba nyan
'when they finished eating 1

c. mi kba wasi krosi
'I'm finished washing clothes'

d. den sani di mi kba taki

'the things I already said 1



6* Word classes

The word class to which a particular lexical item belongs is

partly determined by its position in a phrase, clause, or

sentence. Some lexical items may act as nouns in one clause and

verbs in the next. In most cases there is no marking to show this

shift apart from position. For example:

78a. a bol kon langa
the boy come tall

'the boy has grown tall'

b. langa a buku gi mi
extend the book for me
'hand me the book 1

In the case of transitive verbs ending in a final nasal

consonant which have adjectival counterparts, there is a

phonlogical difference to separate them. As noted in section 2.2,

the final consonant of the transitive verbs is usually pronounced

m before the singular object pronoun en or the definite article

£. This is not the case with the adjectives.

79a. [krim a dzari dzi mi]

krin a dyari gi mi

'clean the yard for me'

b. [a be* re* wan mo 1 krin oto]

a ben e rei wan moi krin oto

'he was driving a nice clean car'

Apart from the case mentioned above, it is possible to

distinguish distinct word classes. These may be grouped into four

categories: Nominals, Verbals, Modifiers, and Functors.

6.1 Nominals

Nominals may be divided into two groups depending on whether

or not attributives and quantifiers may pre-modify them. Those

which may have pre-modifiers are referred to as nouns; those

which may not include personal names, personal pronouns, and

demonstrative pronouns.

6.1.1 Nouns

Nouns can be subdivided into smaller groups based on how

they may be modified or where they can function in a phrase or



clause. These groupings and a few representatives of each group
are listed below.

Mass nouns are those which cannot be quantified by a number.

moni 'money 1 faya ' light'
watra 'water' aleisi ' rice'
merki 'milk'

Count nouns are those which may be quantified by a number.

kaw 'cow' dosu 'box'
sma 'person' grasi 'glass'
fisi 'fish'

Collectives refer to groupings or measures of either count
or mass nouns. These may serve as the head of a noun phrase which
in turn quantifies a noun phrase (section 5.1.3).

kan ' can , cup

'

anu ' hand

'

ipi 'stack, pile' golu 'guilder'
tet 'a little bit'

Ideationals may serve in place of a prepositional phrase
(section 5.2) to indicate the location of a predication. 7 he

following cannot be used with na .

dya or dyaso 'here'

drape or dape 'there'

Other locationals may be used with _na. The particle sei has been
productive in the formation of locationals which serve as the

object of the location phrase introduced by _na. These locationals
may also stand alone. They include:

inisei 'inside' watrasei ' riverside'
dorosei ' outside' fotosei ' downtown'
Fransei 'French Guiana'

Time words may indicate when an action takes place or may be

used in a noun phrase to indicate duration of time.



General words:

esrede 'yesterday 1

tide ' today 1

tamara ' tomorrow'
yari 'year'

tra esrede 'day before yesterday 1

tra tamara 'day after tomorrow'

ten





den disi

den dati

'these 1

'those'

6.2 Verbals

Verbals may be divided into those which can serve as the
head of the verb phrase in an active clause, the copular verbs,
and those elements which make up the auxiliary in the verb
phrase. Adjectives which serve as the complement in the
descriptive clause (section 3.2.1) are not included here but are
listed under modifiers (section 6.3) to be consistent with
traditional grammars.

6*2.1 Active verbs.

Active verbs may be grouped syntactically according to

whether they take an object or not, and whether they may take an
indirect object (section 5.1). These groupings are not completely
adequate, though. Two important groupings which cut across
syntactic lines are verbs expressing motion and those indicating
cognition, perception or speech.

6.2.1.1 Intransitive verbs

Intransitive verbs do not take a direct object. These
include:



spaa
ayan
krin

'tighten 1

•eat'
1 clean*

ferstan
fon

'understand 1

'beat 1

6.2.1.3 Ditransitive verbs

Ditransitive verbs take an indirect object. The direct
object is normally expressed but occasionally is simply
understood in the context, as illustrated in examples 82a and b

below*

83a* yu no abi fu pai mi raoro

you no have to pay me anymore
'you don't have to pay me anymore 1

b. te mi kisi a moni fu yu dan mi e go gi yu baka

when I get the money from you then 1 CONT go give
you back

'if 1 get the money from you then I'll give it back'

Ditransitive verbs include:

leni



taigi



6.3 Modifiers

6.3.1 Noun modifiers

Modifiers which may precede a noun include quantifiers and
adjectives. The noun may be post-modified by specifiers.

6.3.1.1 Quantifiers

Nouns are quantified by cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers,
and other quantifying adjectives. Ordinal numbers are discussed
in section 5.1.2. The use of Sranan Tongo numbers is declining
among younger residents of Paramaribo, especially those who are
under twenty-five. Their construction is illustrated below.

1

2

3

4

wan
tu
dri
fo

5

6

7

8

feifi
siksi
seibi
aiti

9

10

11

12

neigi
tin
erfu
twarfu

13 - tinadri 30

14 - tinafo 31

19 - tinaneigi 32

20 - tutenti or twenti 37

21 - tutenti na wan 40

22 - tutenti na tu 50

28 - tutenti na aiti 100

dritenti
dritenti (n)anga wan
dritenti (n)anga tu
dritenti (n)anga seibi
fotenti
feifitenti
wan hondro

101 - wan hondro (n)anga wan
123 - wan hondro (n)anga tutenti na dri
145 - wan hondro (n)anga fotenti (n)anga feifi
200 - tu hondro
300 - dri hondro

1000 - wan dusun
1001 - wan dusun (n)anga wan

Other quantifiers may be used to quantify a noun phrase.

Except for a la 'all', the quantifiers do not co-occur with
numbers. Furu may in turn be modified by an adverb such as turns!

'very'. The quantifiers include:

furu 'many, much 1

somen!



6.3.1.2 Adjectives

Another class of noun pre-modif iers are the adjectives.
These may also serve as the complement in a descriptive clause
(section 3.2.1). Like the quantifiers they may be modified by an
adverb. Four classes of adjectives may be distinguished based on
their distribution in the chain of adjectives which may precede
the head of a noun phrase (section 5.1.1). These four classes are
"general", size, color, and class. The first category, however,
is a catch-all.

al:



6.3.2 Adverbs

Adverbs may modify a clause (section 3.1) or an adjective or
quantifier (section 5.1.1). Adverbs which modify adjectives and
quantifiers include:

lekti
bun

'light'

'very'

tumsi 'very'

Adverbs modifying clauses include:

tumsi





pe 'where 1 di 'that, who, when 1

fa 'how' dati 'that*
san 'that'

Relative pronouns may also introduce subordinate clauses which
are constituents of the matrix sentence, as in section 4.2.7.
These correspond with the question words as found in the
following section.

6.4.4 Question words

Question words include:

pe 'where'

san 'what'

suma 'who'

These question words are occasionally heard with an o- prefixed
to them. There are other question words where the prefix is

always present. These include:

sanede



bikasi or bika 'because 1

bifosi, bifo or fosi 'before'

wansi , wans' or wins' 'even if

Some subordinating conjunctions regularly occur in series

with coordinating conjunctions to link a dependent clause with an

independent clause. These are illustrated in sections 4»2.3 and
4.2*4. For example:

efu ... dan 'if ... then'

te ... dan 'whenever . . . then'

aladi ... toku 'although ... nevertheless'
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